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In a study of unemployment rate movements in Canada, Beaudry (1976)
concluded that significant regional differences exist in the intensity
and time lag with which unemployment rmcts to aggregate demand
shocks. Thus, some regions of Canada are affected more severely by
recessions than other regions. For policy makers interested in using
policy-induced output shocks to affect the regional distribution of
unemployment in Canada, it is important to have a quantitative
measure of these regional differences.
Governments also attempt to influence unemployment rates with
supply-side policies aimed at lowering the wage paid by firms
(through wage subsidies and employment tax credits, for example) and
with training programmes. The effectiveness of such policies depends
critically on the magnitude of the wage elasticity of labour demand.
Similarly, the effectiveness of policies designed to increase employ
ment by reducing the cost of capital (reducing the corporate income tax
rate and accelerating depreciation allowances are two examples)
depends on the elasticity of employment with respect to the price of
capital. Agiùn, it is important that policy makers be aware of
regional differences in the magnitudes of these employment
elasticities.
This paper produces estimates of the input price and output
clasticities of labour demand for each province. Knowledge of the
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milgnitude of these elasticities is a critical first step in evaluating the
effecti veness of provincial ilnd regionally d ifferen tia ted federill
emplol'ment policies.

DETERMINANTS OF ACCRECi\TE EMPLOYMENT

L t - Lt_1 = 0(1,* - L t_1 )

Lt = ex + ~QQt +

(1)

Q = F(L,K,E,M)

where L denotes l"bour, K denotes cilpital, E represents energl', ilnd M
represents rilW milteriills, the minimum ilchievilble cost is given bl':
C*=LPX*
i

i

with i = K,L,E,M

(2)

1

* the cost-minimizing filctor
where P, is the price of the itll factor and Xi'
til
demand for the i factor, is a function of factor prices and gross outpu t.
Then differentiating C* with respect to the factor priees (an
application of Shephard's lenJma) allows one to derive the four cost
minimizing factor demands Xi.
If il Cobb-Douglils production function is specified, the cost
minimizing labour demand is derived directll' as:

X*=8+8Q+L8P
L
0
Q
i
1 1

with i = K,L,E,M

where ex = 08 ,
o

According to equ"tion (3), the equilibrium level of labour input :>Ç,
denoted for short as L*, is a function of output and factor prices and
cou Id be estimated directly under the assumption that full adjustment
to the optimal level of labour is achieved within each period. But, if
adjusting the level of emplol'ment is costly, il cost-minimizing firm
milY not find it optimal to adjust fully to the equilibrium lev el of
employment v"ithin each period; see Nickell (1986) for a discussion.
The relationship between the equilibrium level of employment and
the actuallevel of employment in any period can be represented by the
standard partial adjustment mode!. Given the theoretical static
demand model in equation (3), the partial adjustment model introduces
dl'namics by assuming that the firm can acquire, in eilch period, only a
fraction (0) of the difference between the equilibrium level of labour
(L;) and the actuallevel in the preceding period (L tl ):

~.

J

T~iPit + <PL t_!

with i = K,L,E,M

(5)

= 08 for J. = Q,K,L,E,M, ilnd <P = 1 - o.
J

Because all vilriilbles are meilsured in logs, equiltion (5) could be
estimated to give direct estima tes of the one-period elasticities (~J)
ilnd indirect estima tes of the long-run or equilibrium elasticities (8 j)
since
8=~./0= ~'/(1-<p)
J
,
1

forj=Q,K,L,E,M

(6)

If the error terms in equation (5) are serially correlated, OLS
estimators will be biilsed and inconsistent bec,1Use of the lagged
dependent variable on the right-hand side. As a consequence, the first
difference, ~Lt = Lt - Lt_l , instead of Lt (Hanseman 1986), should be used
,lS the independent variable. Subtracting Ltl from both sides, so that
the left-hand side becomes a first difference, and ildding a stochastic
disturbance term (Ut) and il time trend (T) as il proxl' for technical
change l'ields the econometric estimilting equiltion
~Lt = ex + ~QQt +

T~tit - oL t_] + TT + Ut

with i = Q,K,L,E,M

(7)

Estimation of the Model

(3)

where all vilriilbles me measured in logs.

(4)

Substituting (4) into (3) l'ields:

The Model
It is ilssumed that at the ilggregate lev el firm behaviour Ciln be
rC<lsonilbll' described ilS consistent with cost minimiziltion subject to
factor prices and an output constrilint. Thus, if gross output (Q) can be
represented bl' the following production function:

20Y

Tilble 1 presents estimation results for equation (7) for all 10 provinces
using annual data covering the period 1961-1985 (see the Appendix for
da ta sources and precise operational defini tions of input prices).1
Zellner (SURE) estimation was used to produce these estimates
beciluse of the presumed contemporaneous correlation of disturbances
across provinces. The degree of efficiency gained from the Zellner
approach depends on the actual correlation between disturbances,
which in this model is likely to be substantia!. ln addition, as Schulze
(1987) pointed out, use of the Zellner approach allows for the
appropria te test of provincial and regional homogeneity. But it
provid es consistent and efficien t estima tors onl y if the lagged
dependent variilble is uncorre!ated with the error term in each
equiltion. As Hansemiln (1986) noted, because employment enters the
left-hand side as a difference and the right-hand side as il levcl, the
limitations to that period wcre imposcd bv Statistics Canad,,·s changL' of
ddinitions rcgarding most of its industri,l! priee indL'xes in 1Y8ô.
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Table 1

Table 2

ZELLNER (SURE) ESTIMATION

3SL5 ESTIMATION
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correlation beh·veen the lagged variable and the error term is lessened.
This was confirmed here by estimating each equation individually
with OLS and computing the Durbin (1970) m-statistic (sel' Appendix
Table A-l ).ê ln no province were we able to reject the null hypothesis
of zero first-order autocorrelation.
The coefficients of the input price è1nd output variables shown in
Table 1 arc one-year elasticities associated with these variables and,
using the relation defined in equation (6), lCèld to indirect point
estimèltes of the corresponding long-nll1 elasticities (sec Appendix
Ta bic A -2). Consis ten t esti ma tors of the long-run l'las tici ties,
however, can be obtained directly from an equèltion derived by ildding
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il time trend (T) and stochastic error term (v,) to equation (5) and
subtracting (1 - o)L t from both sides:
Lt =

Go

+ 8 QQt +

T

G l it -

[(1 - O)/oJ6L t + (LiOn + v

t

with i = Q,K,L,E,M

(8)

where v, = u/ O. With this ilpproèlCh, the coefficients on output and
fèlctor prices ,lfe direct point estima tes of the long-run elasticities.
Becèluse 6L , is correlated with v,, Zellner's SURE estima tors ilre
inconsistent here. Consequently, the predicted v,llues of 6L t were used
as instruments in a 3SLS estimèltion of equation (8). The resulting
estimèltes è1re presented in Tèlble 2.
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The Results
As Wickens and Breusch (1988) pointed out, a comparison of the point
estimates of long-run e1asticities obtained from the direct and indirect
estimators l'an be regarded as an informai test of the dynamic
specification of the model. ln an adequately specified dynamic model,
the two approaches should yield similar point estimates. In this case,
in every province except Saskatchewan the two approaches yield
estimates that are very close in absolute value. Of the 45 elasticities
reported in Appendix Table A-2 (excluding Saskatchewan), ail but one
are within a 0.7 standard error of the relevant point estimate in
Table 2, and most are within a 0.2 standard error. The one exception is
Alberta, where the indirect point estima te of the energy price
elasticity is 0.1063-that is, a 1.44 standard error less than the direct
point estima te of 0.1443. In the case of Sasbtchewan, in addition to
quite dissimih1f estima tes for ail five elasticities, a considerably
worse "fit" was obtained as l'an be seen from the Rê-statistics relating
to the single-equa tion OLS estima tion reported in A ppendix
Table A-1. This suggests that the one-period results for Saskatchewan
should be regarded with some skepticism.
With the exception of Saskatchewan, however, on the basis of
this informaI test of dynamic specification and the traditional
criteria of goodness of fit, statistical significance, and theoretical
plallsibility, the results presented in Tables 1 and 2 must be regarded
as quite good. For example, the size and statistical significance of the
output elasticity should reHect, at least in part, the degree to which
industry in a particular province is demand-constrained; this in turn
reHects the degree of competition. Thus, one should expect a higher
output elasticity in Ontario and Quebec, where manufacturing
employment is ,1 far larger fraction of total provincial employment,
than in Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Prince Edward Island, where
more competitive resource-based industries predominate.' Our
estima tes are consistent with this expectation. Further, the fact th,lt
the output clasticity of employment is highest in Quebec conforms to
the oft-cited observation that the unemployment rate in Quebec tends
to diverge from the unemployment rates in other provinces during
recessions. 1
'U"ing lYHh d,lt,1, l'mplovn1L'nt 111 l11anuf,Kturing ,1" ,1 pl'rlt'Iltagl' of tot,1!l'mplovml'llt is
]Y pl'r Cl'Ilt ,1l1d Ih pl'r cent ill OntMio dnd QUl'bl'c rl'"pl,ctivl'!y, but onlv" pl'r cent,
h per cent, and () pl'r cent in S,,-;k,ltchl'\\',1l1. Albl'rt", ,1I1d Prince Edw,Hd bland,
rl'Sp,'ctivl'!v,
~For ,1 di"CllSSiOIl 01 thi, "\\idl'Iling hvpothl'"is", Sl'" R,'vnduld (]YH7l. The rl'Lltivl'
si;;l' of output l'Lhticitil"; of Lll)our lkm,lIld dOL'" not, of cour"t', Ill'cl''''',Hily illlply th,'l
(Jucbcc'" ullt'mplovn1t'nt r,1le \\ i11 di\l'rgl' from the ndtion,11 ,1\'l'r,'gl' durillg ,1
rl'cl'~ . .;i()n. Ci\'t..'n

thL' rcsult th(lt

L'nlplll~'nlL'llt is

<llso

sL'nsiti\'L~ tu input priees, onL' nlu~t
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If the underlying aggregate production function is homothetic,
then the inverse of the long-run output elasticity provides a measure of
returns to scale. Rao (1981) tested for, and firmly rejected, the
assumption of homotheticity for ail Canadian manufacturing
industries. Wood land (1975) also found non-homothetic production
functions in ail Canadian industries except finance. Thus, this
interpretation of the output elasticity does not appear warranted. Our
results tend to confirm this fin ding, as the inverse of long-run output
elasticities do not yield reasonable estimates of returns to scale.
The result that employment is generally highly inelastic with
respect to the real wage is consistent with the results for Can,ldian
industry found by Rao (1981) and Wood land (1975), The
interprovincial variation in this elasticity ,1lso conforms generally to
prim expectations. The elasticity is insignifiGl1lt in those provinces
where agriculture is a relatively large source of employment-in
Pl'Ince Edward Island and Saskatchewan, for example, where over
50 per cent of employment is in agriculture versus only 26 per cent in
Ontario. Thus, much employment in agriculture is self-employment,
\'\'hich is not strongly sensitive to wage ch,1l1ges. An interesting result is
the much higher wage clasticity for Quebec than for Ontario despite
the general similaritv in the distribution of total employment across
different industries. According to 1986 data, 19 per cent of employed
workers in Ontario were in manufacturing (versus 16 per cent in
Quebec), 26 per cent in agriculture (versus 30 per cent in Quebec), 49 per
cent in service industries (versus 49 per cent in Quebec), and the
remaining 5-6 per cent in mining, fmestry, and construction. Despite
these similarities, there are some important differences in the two
labour markets. Fortin (1980) noted that in Ontario, businesses invest
more in employee training than they do in Qllebec, so that Ontario has
a relatively more skilled work force. Our result, then, is consistent
with a generally found empirical result that the elasticity of
employment with respect to wages tends to be greater for unskilled
than skilled workers (for examples, see Hamermesh and Grant 1979).
It is doubtful, however, that this exphlins the brge difference in the
two elasticities. Fortin (1980) also presented evidence that suggested
that the many public works projects undertaken in Quebec d uring the
late 1960s to the mid-1970s (Mirabel airport, the James Bay
hydroelectric project, the Olympics) drove up wages relative to those
in Ontario and produced ,1 lcgacy of higher wages felt long after the
completion of these projects. In part then, the relatively high wage
elasticity in Quebec may rcflect the rel,ltively non-competitive wage
structure in that province.
(1
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Many of the cross price e1asticities are significantly different from
zero, indicating that the input mix is sensitive to changes in relative
input prices. This, and the fact that these elasticities are generally
small, agree with the industry results of Rao and Preston (1984) and
Wood land (1975). The signs of these coefficients are generally the
same across provinces, with raw materials, capital, and energy mainly
found to be substitutes for labour. There are some exceptions, however.
For example, energy is a complement to labour in Quebec, possibly
reflecting the location in that province of labour-intensive, energy
reliant industries such as textiles.
The speed-of-adjustment coefficient (8) is significantly less than
unity in every province except Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick,
and Manitoba. Thus, in every province except these three the
hypothesis that full adjustment takes place within one year is rejected
by the data. In addition, differences among provinces in the size of
this coefficient suggest that the time lags determining when demand
shocks are felt differ among provinces. This result is reflected in a
comparison of the one-period elasticities in Table 1 to the long-run
elasticities in Table 2. For example, while the long-run output
elasticities are very similar for Quebec, Alberta, and British
Columbia, Quebec's one-period output elasticity is noticeably highe r
than that of British Columbia and twice that of Alberta.
The linear time trend is inc1uded in the regressions as a substitute
for an index of technology, and it represents the behaviour of
employment per unit of output over time, after accounting for the
influence of output and input prices. Woodland's (1975) study of
Canadian industry found significantly negative time trends for the
agriculture, forestry, and transportation sectors, significantly positive
time trends in the finance and services sectors, and insignificant time
trends in the other sectors. Because the service industry accounts for
approximately 50 per cent of total employment in ail provinces except
Prince Edward Island (where it accounts for 37 per cent), a positive
time trend for aggregated data was tu be expected. Our finding of a
significantly positive time trend in six of the ten provinces is generally
consistent with that expectation.

Implications of the Results
To investigate the homogeneity of provincial labour markets, we
tested the null hypothesis of equal elasticities across provinces for
each of the five one-period e1asticities and the corresponding five
long-ru n elastici ties. The relevant Wald chi-square test sta tistics are
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presented in the first column of Table 3. Not surprisingly, in every case
the null hypothesis is rejected by the data. Thus, exogenous shocks and
nationally applied employment policies can be expected to have
significantly different effects on employment across provinces.
Table 3
WALD CHI-SQUARE STATISTICS FOR THE NULL HYPOTHESIS
OF EQUAL ELASTICITIES WITHIN REGIONS
Canada
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Wc also tested whether the practice of using the five traditional
regions-and thllS implicitly treating them as homogeneous-is
reasonable when discussing employment policies. The results of testing
the null hypothesis of equal elasticities within regions are presented
in the second and third colllmns of Table 3. Somewhat surprisingly, the
hypothesis that wage elasticities are identical for every province
within either the Atlantic Region or the Prairie Region cannot be
rejected, and this is true of both one-period and long-run elasticities. In
fact, within the Atlantic Region the only one-perim! elasticity that
shows significant provincial variation is the energy priee elasticity,
reflecting the much higher point estimate for Prince Edward Island
than for the other three Atlantic provinces. Less evidence of
homogeneity is exhibited in the long run where three of the five
eiasticities show significant provincial variation. The Prairie Region
exhibits less evidence of homogeneity than does the Atlantic Region,
although in the case of three one-period and one long-run elasticities,
the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. These results suggest that for
some employment policies it makes sense to treat the Canadian labour
market as diverse regionally but as homogeneous within regions. This
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would seem to be the case for policies directed toward altering the real
wage. For other policies designed to affect other in pu t prices, this
treatment is clearly not appropria te.
The elasticity estima tes presented in Tables 1 and 2 suggest some
interesting interprovincial comparisons and some important policy
implications. A cctcris pnriblls output shock, for example, will have,
according to our results, a much larger effect on employment in some
provinces than in others; however, the ranking of which provinces are
most affected by such a shock changes over time because of differences
in the speed of adjustment. Thus, although after one year employment
in Ontario would be slightly more responsive to an output shock than
employment in British Columbia, after three years the response in
British Columbia would be 15 per cent greater and after five years
20 per cent grcater thiln the response in Ontilrio. Quebec would be hard
hit by such ,111 output shock, since not only would its long-run response
be large, but SO per cent of that response would be felt in the first year,
making Quebec's one-yeilr response the largest of any province. By
contrast, Albertil would show a small (but significilntl response ilfter
one year and a slow speed of adjustment. For Alberta then, only the
most prolonged output contraction would affect employment
significantly, whereas for Quebec the response would be lc1Tge even for
the most short-lived output shock. An interesting implication of these
differences in output elasticities is that employment in Quebec would
therefore be the major beneficiary of federal stabilization policies
undertaken during periods of excess capacity (when input prices would
not be greatly affected).
Similar differences exist in the response of provincial employment
to input price shocks, and these too have some interesting policy
implications. For example, the larger the wage elasticity, the more
effective would be wage subsidy schemes and government job training
programmes aimed at increasing employment. Once again, the results
suggest that Quebec would be the biggest beneficiary of any such
niltion-wide employment policy both after one year and in the long
run, with Nova SCOtiil and Ontario the second most strongly affected
provinces in both periods. This is, in part, an attractive result for
policy makers because Quebec and Nova Scotia's unemployment rates
historically have been higher than the national ilverage. lt is also
true, however, that Ontario would benefit equally with these
provinces and that many historically high-unemployment provinces
(Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and British
Columbia), which have relatively low wage elasticities, would be
rciatively unaffected by su ch employment policies.
lndeed, for ail provinces except Quebec the highly inelastic
demand for labour means that a very large wage reduction would be
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necessary to reduce unemployment significilntly within one year. This
suggests that, in general, wage subsidy schemes are not likciy to be
very effective.
Efforts to reduce unemployment using investment tax credits or
accelerated depreciation allowances (both of which reduce the cost of
capital) would seem to be a potentially effective policy in ail
provinces, since the cross price elasticity is either insignificantly
different from zero or, when it is significantly positive, very small in
value. Thus, reducing the cost of capital would appear to cause little
substitution away from labour, implying that the effect of such a
policy on employment wou Id be felt almost exclusively by capital
acquisitions and output.

Conclusion
This paper has demonstrated that the demand for labour is signifi
cantly sensitive to variations in input prices and output and that this
sensitivity differs significantly across provinces. These results have
important implications for the suc cess of employment policies in
general and regionally targeted employment policies in particular.
This study is one of the very few of lilbour demand at the
provincial level. This scarcity of studies is curious, since the regional
distribution of the impact of a nationally applied employment policy
(or other type of shock) appears to be an important question in a
country often concerned about regional disparities. Furthermore, the
provinciill governments in Canada control a very large portion of the
tote11 government budget and thus have the potential to influence
employment within their own jurisdiction. Whether they can in filct
do so depends not only on the magnitude of interprovincial
"leakoges"-il question that has received considerable attention (see,
for examplc, Miller and Wallace 1983)-but a!so on whether changes
in provincial aggregate supply and demand have a large or small
effect on provincial employment. The results in this paper suggest that
even if aggregate supply ,1I1d demand were affected equally in ail
provinces, employment would change much more in some provinces
than in others. Estimiltes of the effect of policy on provincial output
even ildjusted to account for interprovinciill leakilges-do not in and of
themselves provide conclusive evidence of the effect of policy on
provincial employment. Needed as weil arc measures of
interprovincial differences in the sensitivity of aggregate employment
to changes in the determinilnts of labour demand. This study is an
effort to provide such measures. Moreover, it has demonstra ted
significant interprovincial variation in the degrcc of employment
scnsitivity.
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Gross output, defined as provincial gross domestic
product. Taken from: Statistics Canada, Prol,illeial
IIICOllle nlld Expellditllre ACCOllllts, 1961-86, Cat. No. 13
213S.

L

Total employment by province. Taken from: Statistics
Ccmada, The Lnhollr Force, Cat. No. 71-001.

P1.

Price of labour by province, defined as average weekly
wages and salaries of ail employees. Taken from:
Statistics Canada, Elllplol/lIlellt, El7lï1illgs nlld HOllrs,
Cat. No. 72-002.

l' L

Price of energy by province, proxied by the priee of
electricity rather than by the price of fossil fuels because
the latter might better be regilrded as an output priee for
some provinces with large fossil fuel industries (such as
Alberta). In any case, when we estimated the model
using the price of fossil fuels instead of electricity, there
WilS very little effect on the estimated parameters.
Taken from: Statistics Canada, 1I1dllstry Price Illdexes,
Cat. No. 62-011.

P \1

Priee of raw material, constructed from priee indexes in
Priee Illdexes, Cat. No. 62-011. Although
Statistics Canada provides no consistent time-series on
raw material priees for the whole of the estimation
period, it defincs the weights it attaches to various
types of industrial inputs wh en constructing its raw
materials price index (this index begins only in 1977).
This same weighting scheme is employed here in the
construction of a consistent series, using priee indexes of
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that correspond as closely as possible to the types of
inputs listed by Statistics Canada as entering their raw
materials price index. The price index is a weighted
average of eight industry price indexes and, wh en
compared to the Statistics Canada index for the years
1977-1985, performs weil in picking up ail the turning
points in the nominal price of raw materials.
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l'riee of capital, constructed using the standard Jorgenson
type approach. The basic formula for the nominal l'ost of
capital (C,) in province i is:
C", '" q,[r, + 0, - (q/p),I(I - $)(1 - Ll,Z,)[l 1(1 - u)]
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accelerated depreciation), and the province's
investment mix. The weighting schemes and the
depreciation formulae used are available from the
authors on request.

1

ME" NRC,

Total business investment in machinery and equipment
and in non-residential construction, respectively. Taken
from: Prouillcial 1neOl/le and Expelldit ure Aeeoll n ts, Cat.
No. 13-2135.

PME, PNRC

National implicit price indexes for ME and NRe,
respectiveIy. Thus, qi is a weighted average of the priee
index for machinery and equipment and non-residential
construction, where the weights vary from province to
province, depending on the province's investment mix in
a given year. Taken from: Illdustni Priee Indexes, Cat. No.
62-011.

~

Ratio of debt to total financing. Following Clark and
Freeman (19S0), f) was set equal to 0.55.

MYW

McLeod, Young and Weir 10 industrial corporate bond
priee index.

u,

Corporate income tax rate (federal and provincial) in
provinee i. Taken from: 5tatistics Canada, Corport7tion
Taxation Statisties. Cat. No. 61-20S.

t

Equity financing cos t, which was assumed to be l'quaI to
the interest rate on safe assets (the treasury bill rate)
plus a risk premium. The risk premium was set at 7 per
cent (sec Boadway et al. 1987).

TC ,

Expected inflation rate in province i, calculated as the
five-year ARMA (1,1) forecast of provincial inflation
rates.

<:/l

Investment tax credit, set at 20 per eent for the Atlantic
provinces and 7 per cent for ail the other provinces.

8,

Weighted average of depreciation rates for machinery
and equipment and for non-residential construction.
Following Clark ,lnd Freeman (l9S0), Field and
Grebenstein (1980), and others, these were set at 13 per
cent and 7 per cent, respectively.

z

Current value of the capital cost allowance (CCA) in
province i. It depends on the CCA rate for the relevant
class of capital, the tax deprecie-.lion scheme used during
a particular ye,lr (declining balance or straight-line

Ali of the 5tatistics Canada and constructed input priee indexes and
gross output figures are nominal values. These values should have been
deflated by the product priee, but wholesale price indexes were not
available at the provincial level. As a proxy, therefore, they were
deflated using the Consumer Priee Index, which is available from:
Statistics Canada, Priees and Price Indexes, Cat. No. 62-002, and
Consumer Priees and Priee Indexes, Cat. No. 62-010, for major cities. In
provinces where only one city index is published, it constitutes the
provincial deflator. In those provinces where more than one city index
is published, a weighted average (by population) of the city indexes is
used to generate the provincial deflator.
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